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1. Introduction of the Committee

a. The Aim of the Committee

The agenda item for our Historical Crisis Committee is the infamous Salem Witch
Trials. The committee’s aim shows similarity to the real Salem Witch Trials. The Salem
witch trials were a series of hearings and prosecutions of people accused
of witchcraft in colonial Massachusetts between February 1692 and May 1693. More
than two hundred people were accused. Thirty were found guilty, nineteen of whom were
executed by hanging.

The committee aims to try defendants who are claimed to be involved with
witchcraft. For each session, one defendant will be introduced to the committee with their
background story.

For a whole session, judges will be debating upon the punishment that they are
aiming to give or the releasement process. Each action will be taken with directives and
for a directive to pass, each delegate is expected to detail each action answering
5Ws and 1H for the directives to be assessed and accepted.

During the debating process crisis team members may give judges certain updates
regarding the directives and crises regarding the proceeding of the committee.

At the end of each session delegates are expected to vote upon the final decision
and submit a joint directive after the voting procedure. Delegates are not capable of
punishing or assassinating any defendant since the final decision relies on the voting
procedure at the end of the session.

b. Secretariat and Governance

William Stoughton who presided over the Salem Witch Trials on 1962 will be the
President Chair of the committee. William Phips who created the trial will be the Vice
Chair of the committee.

The President Chair will chairs the meetings and maintains contact with the
Secretary General. The Vice President performs the duties of the President in his/her
absence.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Witchcraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Massachusetts_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanging
https://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/five%20ws%20and%20one%20h
https://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/five%20ws%20and%20one%20h


c. Defendants of the Trial

All of the defendants that are claimed to be involved with witchcraft will be
presented to the committee and judges will not have access to their background stories
and their names until the session.

d. Present Judges at the Trial

These are the judges who will be present at the trial:

1) Jonathan CORWIN

2) John Hathorne

3) Bartholomew Gedney

4) Thomas Danforth

5) John Richards

6) Nathaniel Saltonsall

7) Peter Sergeant

8) Samuel Sewell

9) Wait Still Winthrop

10) Stephan Sewal



2. Procedure of the Committee

a. Governance

The committee will be ruled by the President and Vice Chair of the committee.
The Under Secretary-General will be occasionally present in the committee with the
responsibility of the acceptance and rejection of the committee documents.

b. Roll Call

At the beginning of each session, Committee Directors will call on Judges of the
court to state their status of presence that is referred to as Roll Call. Member States may
reply “present” or “present and voting”. When a delegate reply as present and voting they
will not have a right to stay abstain. Quorum is met if at least one-quarter of the
registered judges are present in the committee in this Conference.

c. General Speakers’ List

A GSL (General Speakers’ List) will not be established for this committee.

d. Points and Motions

i. Point of Personal Privilege

This point is usually used by judges when they have concerns or
disturbances. It is also possible for delegates to raise this motion if they are facing
audibility problems

ii. Point of Information

This point can be raised by judges wishing to ask any questions regarding
the conference or the committee.



iii. Point of Order

This point is raised by judges if they believe that there is any problems or
inaccuracies regarding the procedure or the flow of the session.

iv. Point of Parliamentary Inquiry

This point may be used by judges in order to ask any questions regarding
the rules of procedure.

v. Motion to Suspend/Adjourn the Meeting

“Motion to suspend the meeting” is raised when the floor is open and the
allocated time for the sessions elapsed in order to suspend the formal session. For
the last session of the conference the judges need to raise a “Motion to adjourn the
meeting” in order to end the meeting.

vi. Motion for the Closure of the Debate

When the floor is open, a djudge may move to close debate on the
substantive or procedural matter under discussion. The Chair may, subject to
appeal, rule any motion to close debate dilatory. Closure of debate requires the
support of twothirds of the members present and voting. If there are no speakers’
against the closure of the debate, the Committee Director will ask the judges if
there are any objections. If there are no objections, the motion to close debate will
automatically be adopted.

vii. Motion to Have a Moderated Caucus

Moderated caucuses will not be entertained in this committee. The
discussion will proceed with open/close debates.

viii. Motion to Have an Unmoderated Caucus

The chair board will be entertaining unmoderated caucuses. During an
unmoderated caucus, judges are allowed to cross talk and there is not a specific
time limit for each individual speaker. Usage of electronic devices are in order as
long as it is related to the committee. Judges are expected to work on committee
documents during the caucus and the chair board will notify when the allocated
time for the caucus elapses.



viv. Motion to Have a Close/Open Debate

Judges may have an open/close debate by raising a “motion to have an
open/close debate”. There is not a specific total and individual speaking time or
topic to be set. Judges are permitted to talk about any topic related to the agenda
item. Points of information are granted if the judge on the floor accepts to take any.

e. Committee Documents

Judges are allowed to write directives. They will not be writing a resolution or any
press releases. Directives should be written during the unmoderated caucuses. It is strictly
prohibited to write any documents outside of the committee. Each directive will be
checked by the committee-board and sent to the crisis team. The decision of accepting or
rejecting the document will be up to them and they will inform you about the situation of
your document.

f. Position Papers

Position papers are not expected from the participants


